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Thermal conductivity across the phase diagram of cuprates:
Low-energy quasiparticles and doping dependence of the superconducting gap
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Heat transport in the cuprate superconductors YBa2Cu3Oy and La22xSrxCuO4 was measured at low tem-
peratures as a function of doping. A residual linear termk0 /T is observed throughout the superconducting
region and it decreases steadily as the Mott insulator is approached from the overdoped regime. The low-
energy quasiparticle gap extracted fromk0 /T is seen to scale closely with the pseudogap. The ubiquitous
presence of nodes and the tracking of the pseudogap shows that the overall gap remains of the pured-wave
form throughout the phase diagram, which excludes the possibility of a complex component (ix) appearing at
a putative quantum phase transition and argues against a nonsuperconducting origin to the pseudogap. A
comparison with superfluid density measurements reveals that the quasiparticle effective charge is weakly
dependent on doping and close to unity.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In a d-wave superconductor, the presence of nodes in
gap structure imposed by symmetry leads to quasipar
excitations down to zero energy in the presence of e
small amounts of disorder.1,2 These excitations are deloca
ized and carry both charge and heat. The most striking p
erty of this residual normal fluid is its universal conduction3

whereby quasiparticle transport is independent of impu
concentration. In the case of heat transport, it turns out to
a direct measure of the low-energy quasiparticle spectru4

The universal character of heat transport was confirmed
perimentally for the cuprates YBa2Cu3Oy ~YBCO! ~Ref. 5!
and Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8 ~Bi-2212!.6 Moreover, the residual hea
conduction measured at optimal doping7 or above, in the
overdoped regime,8 is in good quantitative agreement wit
d-wave BCS theory and the quasiparticle spectrum eit
measured by angle-resolved photoemission spectros
~ARPES! or expected from estimates based on the value
Tc ~see, for instance, Ref. 7!.

In this paper, we use the well-established and robust c
nection between low-temperature heat transport and the
ergy spectrum of ad-wave superconductor to probe the ev
lution of low-energy quasiparticles and the superconduc
gap as a function of doping in the cuprates. In going from
0163-1829/2003/67~17!/174520~11!/$20.00 67 1745
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overdoped to the underdoped regime, we find that the
sidual linear termk0 /T is finite everywhere and decreas
monotonically. As a result the low-energy gap grow
steadily, in contrast to the superconductingTc which first
rises and then decreases. The low-energy gap in fact foll
closely the normal-state pseudogap, measured mostl
higher energies and temperatures.9 The ubiquitous presenc
of nodes and the tracking of the pseudogap shows that
gap remains of the pured-wave form throughout the phas
diagram. This excludes the possibility of a complex comp
nent (ix) appearing at a putative quantum phase transit
and argues against a nonsuperconducting origin to
pseudogap.

II. SAMPLES

We performed our study on two cuprate materials:
double-plane orthorhombic material YBa2Cu3Oy ~YBCO!
doped with oxygen in CuO chains, and the single-plane m
terial La22xSrxCuO4 doped with Sr atoms~LSCO!. The four
samples of YBCO used in the study are detwinned, flu
grown single crystals in the shape of platelets with typi
dimensions 1.030.5 mm and 25mm thick. Two of them,
respectively withy56.99 andy56.54, were grown in a
BaZrO3 ~BZO! crucible,10 which results in crystals with very
©2003 The American Physical Society20-1
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high chemical purity~99.99 – 99.995%! and a high degree o
crystalline perfection as compared with crystals grown
Y2O3-stabilized ZrO2 ~YSZ! crucibles. The sample withy
56.99 was detwinned at 250 °C under uniaxial stress,
then annealed at 350 °C for 50 days, resulting in CuO cha
with less than 0.2% oxygen vacancies, and hence very c
to the stoichiometric composition aty57.00.10 This level of
oxygen doping is slightly above that for maximalTc ~93.6
K!, resulting in Tc589 K. The sample withy56.54 was
similarly detwinned and then annealed at 84 °C for 2 d
followed by 60 °C for 5 days. This resulted in a highly o
dered ortho-II arrangement of oxygen atoms in CuO cha
with alternating full and empty chains. The other two YBC
samples, respectively withy56.95 andy56.6, were grown
in a YSZ crucible, and are characterized by an impurity c
centration typically one order of magnitude higher. The ox
gen vacancies in the CuO chains are not ordered for th
crystals. They56.6 sample was quenched into an ice wa
bath after annealing, resulting in a higher level of disord
among the oxygen vacancies and thus a lowerTc as com-
pared to nonquenched samples with similar oxygen cont

The La22xSrxCuO4 ~LSCO! samples were all grown in a
image furnace using the traveling-solvent floating-zone te
nique and have Sr dopings ofx50.06 ~samples A and B!,
0.07, 0.09, 0.17, and 0.20. In addition, a nonsuperconduc
LSCO sample withx50.05 was also measured. With th
exception of x50.06 B, all samples were measured
grown. This may result in off-stoichiometric oxygen conte
in the samples. Thex50.06 B sample was annealed in flow
ing argon overnight at 800 °C in an attempt to fix the oxyg
content. The argon annealing, however, had little effect
our results as bothx50.06 samples gave the same electro
contribution to the thermal conductivity.

In LSCO, the hole concentration per Cu in the Cu2
planesp is taken to be the Sr concentrationx. In YBCO,
however, the relation between hole concentration and oxy
dopingy is a complicated function. As a result, for YBCOp
is determined from transition temperatures using the emp
cal formula11

Tc

Tc
max

51282.6~p20.16!2, ~1!

which is a good approximation for many cuprate system12

Here we useTc
max593.6 K as the transition temperature

optimally doped YBCO.
The transition temperature was determined from resis

ity measurements and defined as the temperature at w
the resistivity has fallen to 1% of the value prior to the on
of the superconducting transition. Note that this definition
Tc leads to values slightly lower than those determined
taking the midpoint of the resistive transition. We find, ho
ever, that values ofTc determined this way correlate we
with those measured by magnetic susceptibility and ther
conductivity. For the YBCO samples, the transition tempe
tures are 62, 44, 93.5, and 89 K, respectively, for oxyg
dopingy56.54, 6.6, 6.95, and 6.99. We note that theTc for
the ortho-II orderedy56.54 appears anomalously high. Th
17452
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enhancedTc ~consistent with theTc determined by magneti
zation measurements in similar samples13! is thought to be
due to oxygen coordination effects, where improved oxyg
ordering leads to a greater number of holes doped into
CuO2 planes as compared to a nonordered crystal with
same nominal oxygen doping.14 For the LSCO samples, th
transition temperatures are 5.5, 8.5, 19, 16, 34, and 33.5
respectively, for Sr dopingx50.06~sample A, not annealed!,
0.06~sample B, annealed!, 0.07, 0.09, 0.17, and 0.20. TheTc
for the x50.09 sample is anomalously low, possibly as
result of Sr inhomogeneity or oxygen nonstoichiome
within the crystal. Although different criteria may be used f
determining the value of hole doping level in both the LSC
and YBCO systems, we note that small errors in our estim
tion of hole concentration do not noticeably affect the tren
observed in our thermal conductivity data.

The low-temperature thermal conductivity measureme
were made in a dilution refrigerator down to 40 mK, usin
the standard four-wire steady-state method with two Ru2
chip thermometers, calibratedin situ against a reference G
thermometer. Currents were applied along thea axis in order
to probe in-plane transport and to avoid contributions fro
the CuO chains in YBCO. Thermal and electrical contact
the samples was made using Ag wire and diffused Epo
H20E Ag-epoxy pads.

III. LEVELS OF DISORDER

It is instructive to estimate the relative amounts of dis
der in our samples. For the YBCO samples, the inclusion
impurities during growth is greatly reduced by using BZ
over YSZ crucibles. Microwave spectroscopy measureme
of thermally excited quasiparticles in the elastic scatter
limit reveal that the scattering rate in the superconduct
state is some 12 times greater for optimally doped YBC
grown in YSZ crucibles15 compared to the slightly over
dopedy56.99 samples grown in BZO crucibles.16 Measure-
ments of thermal conductivityk at high temperature, show
in Fig. 1, lead to a similar order-of-magnitude difference.
the theory of Hirschfeld and Putikka,17 the peak observed in
the thermal conductivity is due to an increase in the qua
particle mean free path when the sample is cooled belowTc .
The magnitude ofk continues to increase with cooling unt
it becomes limited by quasiparticle scattering from impu
ties and dislocations. Thus the ratio of peak height to norm
state value ink(T) directly reflects the amount of disorde
present in the crystal.

The inset in Fig. 1 shows theoretical curves that dem
strate this effect,17 where the electronic contribution to the
mal conductivity normalized by the value ofk at Tc is plot-
ted as a function ofT/Tc . A large ratio of impurity scattering
rate ~given byG) to Tc0 in these curves is seen to lead to
peak height that is suppressed. HereG represents the rate a
which quasiparticles are scattered elastically within
sample. An order of magnitude increase in the intrinsic le
of disorder within the crystal results roughly in a factor of
decrease in the peak height. The data presented for our c
tals in Fig. 1 reflects that effect. The deliberate addition
impurities such as Zn in YSZ-grown optimally doped YBC
0-2
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THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY ACROSS THE PHASE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 174520 ~2003!
samples leads to a large suppression in peak height. Dat
a sample with 1.7% Zn impurities~determined fromTc sup-
pression! are shown in Fig. 1, and it is seen that the addit
of this level of impurities causes the peak to nearly vani
The corresponding residual resistivity extrapolated from
linear temperature dependence ofra(T) goes from being
negative in the nominally pure crystal tor0530 mV cm in
the Zn-doped crystal. It is clear that the optimally dop
LSCO sample (x50.17) shown in Fig. 1, with r0
533 mV cm ~as extrapolated from resistivity data abo
Tc), exhibits much stronger scattering than any of the YBC
samples. This is true despite the high chemical purity of
crystal, and is likely a result of the Sr atoms included
dopants acting also as scatterers. Considering all the
dence from microwave, resistivity, and heat transport m
surements we estimate the relative amount of disorder in
various crystals studied here to be roughly in the proport
of 100:10:1 for LSCO, YSZ-grown YBCO, and BZO-grow
YBCO, respectively.

IV. DOPING DEPENDENCE OF ko ÕT

The low-temperature thermal conductivity of YBCO an
LSCO samples is shown as a function of temperature in F
2 and 3, respectively. The data are plotted ask/T vs T2

because the quantity of interest is the residual linear t
ko /T, defined as theT50 limit of k/T, obtained by extrapo-
lation of the low-temperature data. This residual linear te
can only be due to fermionic carriers and is attributed
zero-energy quasiparticles. Indeed, as will be seen belo
is a direct confirmation, via a robust bulk measurement
thed-wave nature of the superconducting order paramete
cuprates. The extrapolation procedure is described in d
in the Appendix, where the contribution of phonons is an
lyzed. The main results of the paper do not depend on

FIG. 1. Thermal conductivity of YBa2Cu3Oy and
La22xSrxCuO4 vs temperature normalized atTc . Inset: theoretical
calculation of the effect of impurity scattering on the electron
thermal conductivity of cuprates~from Ref. 17!.
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particular extrapolation procedure. This is true, for examp
for the overall trend with doping, which is immediately ev
dent from Figs. 2 and 3:ko /T decreases steadily with unde
doping, all the way from the slightly overdoped to the high
underdoped regime. Using the extrapolation procedure
lined in the Appendix, the values we obtain are given
Table I. Note that a measurement on a fully deoxygena
YBCO sample withy56.0 correctly yields a zero intercep
ko /T5061 mW K22 cm21. The values for LSCO agree
with those published in a previous study,18 with the excep-
tion of their x50.17 sample which has been measured to
approximately twice the value we observe. We attribute t
difference to the fact that the crystal studied by Takeyaet al.
had aTc of 40.2 K compared to ourTc of 34.2 K, pointing to
a slightly higher hole concentration~likely due to different
oxygen levels within the crystals!.

Let us analyze these results within the framework of st
dardd-wave BCS theory. For a cleand-wave superconducto
with a random distribution of impurities, an energy scaleg
develops below which the density of states is approximit
constant and nonzero.19 The magnitude ofg, known as the
impurity bandwidth, is related to both the concentration
impurities, and their scattering strength. In the clean lim
whenkBT!g!kBTc , the quasiparticle thermal conductivit
can be written as4

k0

T
5

kB
2

3\

n

d S vF

v2
1

v2

vF
D , ~2!

wheren is the number of CuO2 planes per unit cell andd is
the c-axis lattice constant. Hereg, the width ~in energy! of
the region of constant density of states created by the p
ence of impurities, should not be confused withG, the scat-
tering rate due to the presence of such impurities.vF andv2
are the quasiparticle velocities normal and tangential to
Fermi surface at the node, respectively, and are the only

FIG. 2. Thermal conductivity of YBa2Cu3Oy plotted ask/T vs
T2. Open symbols represent samples grown in YSZ crucibles
filled symbols those grown in BZO crucibles.
0-3
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parameters that enter the low-energy spectrum, given bE

5\AvF
2k1

21v2
2k2

2 where k̂1 and k̂2 are vectors normal and
tangential to the Fermi surface at the node, respectively.
parameterv2 is simply the slope of the gap at the node:

v25
1

\

dD

dk U
node

5
1

\kF

dD

dfU
node

5v2k̂2 , ~3!

where kF is the Fermi wave vector at the nodal positio
These are remarkably simple formulas, which provide a
rect access to the parameters that govern low-energy
nomena in ad-wave superconductor. The residual heat co
duction in Eq.~2! is not only universal, i.e., independent
scattering rate~or impurity bandwidth!, but it was also
shown to be independent of Fermi-liquid corrections and v
tex corrections~i.e., corrections due to anisotropic scatteri

FIG. 3. Thermal conductivity of La22xSrxCuO4 plotted ask/T
vs T2, for ~a! x50.09, 0.17, and 0.20, and~b! x50.05, 0.06, and
0.07. The lines through the data are power-law fits, discussed in
Appendix.
17452
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between nodes!.4 Note, however, that the latter two corre
tions affect the microwave~charge! conductivity~see below!.

In Fig. 4, the anisotropy ratiovF /v2 is plotted against
carrier concentrationp, using Eq.~2! and the values ofk0 /T
listed in Table I. Also included is the published value f

he

TABLE I. Compilation ofTc , doping and residual linear term in
the thermal conductivity, as well as values of the quasiparticle
isotropy ratiovF /v2 from Eq. ~2! and gap maximumD0 ~see cap-
tion of Fig. 6! for the samples in this study. Data for optimal
doped Bi-2212~Ref. 7! and overdoped Tl-2201~Ref. 8! from pre-
vious studies are provided for completeness.

Sample Tc p k0 /T vF /v2 D0

@K# F mW

K2 cm
G @meV#

YBCO6.0 0.0 061
YBCO6.54 62 0.10 85610 7.9 71
YBCO6.6 44 0.08 91613 8.7 66
YBCO6.95 93.5 0.16 120612 11.5 50
YBCO6.99 89 0.18 160612 15.5 37
LSCO 0.05 0.05 361
LSCO 0.06

A
5.5 0.06 1162

LSCO 0.06
B

8.5 0.06 1262

LSCO 0.07 19 0.07 2262 1.9
LSCO 0.09 16 0.09 26610 2.4
LSCO 0.17 34 0.17 9667 10.4
LSCO 0.20 33.5 0.20 330640 36
Bi-2212 89 0.16 150630 19 30
Tl-2201 15 0.26 1400670 270 2

FIG. 4. Anisotropy ratiovF /v2, calculated from thermal con
ductivity data via Eq.~2!, vs hole doping per CuO2 planep. The
data for Bi-2212 are from Ref. 7. Lines are guides to the eye~solid
for YBCO, dashed for LSCO!.
0-4
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THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY ACROSS THE PHASE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 174520 ~2003!
Bi-2212 at optimal doping.7 All three cuprates have a com
parable anisotropy ratio at optimal doping:vF /v2510, 12,
and 19, for LSCO, YBCO, and Bi-2212, respectively. It h
already been noted7 that the value of 19 for Bi-2212 is in
excellent agreement with the ratio of 20 coming from valu
of vF52.53107 cm/s andv251.253106 cm/s obtained di-
rectly from ARPES.20 ~Note that the value of 12 for the
optimally doped YBCO crystal differs slightly—albeit withi
error bars—from our previously published result of 1
which was an average of several samples.7!

V. DISCUSSION

A. Nature of the superconducting order parameter

Several authors have proposed the existence of a qua
critical point within the superconducting dome in the pha
diagram of cuprates, either as a theoretical prediction to
plain the diagram itself or as suggested in various exp
ments. Its location is usually taken to be near~or slightly
above! optimal doping, in the neighborhood ofp50.2. If it
is associated with a change in the symmetry of the super
ducting order parameter, Vojtaet al. have argued that the
most likely scenario is a transition from a puredx22y2 state
to a complex order parameter of the formdx22y21 ix, where
x can have eithers or dxy symmetry.21 Sharoniet al. have
recently reported a split zero-bias anomaly in their tunnel
on Y-123 thin films as soon as the material is doped bey
optimal doping, a feature which they attribute to the appe
ance of a complex component to the order parameter in
bulk.22 The presence of a subdominant componentix in the
order parameter causes the nodes to be removed, as th
can no longer go to zero in any direction. Our observation
a residual linear term in the thermal conductivity of bo
YBCO and LSCO, as well as previous results on optima
doped Bi-2212~Ref. 7! and strongly overdoped Tl-2201,8 is
a direct consequence of nodes in the gap. It therefore
cludes the possibility of any such subdominant order par
eter in the bulk throughout the doping phase diagram.
other words, if there truly is a quantum critical point insid
the superconducting dome, it does not appear to be as
ated with the onset of a complex component in the or
parameter.

In view of the ubiquitous nature of the residual linear te
in superconducting cuprates, observed in four different ho
doped materials from strongly overdoped Tl-2201 to stron
underdoped LSCO, two previous results stand out as p
zling anomalies: the absence of a detectable linear term
electron-doped Pr22xCexCuO4 ~PCCO!,23 and in hole-doped
YBa2Cu4O8.24 In particular, note that the upper bound
0.02 mW K22 cm21 quoted fork0 /T in YBa2Cu4O8 is four
to five times lower than the value obtained here
YBa2Cu3Oy at a comparable hole concentration (y56.54 or
6.6!—as assessed by the very similar resistivity curves ab
Tc—and comparable sample quality. This extremely lo
value is akin to that found in nonsuperconducting stron
underdoped LSCO (x50.05).
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B. Effects of disorder

One of the most remarkable results of transport theory
d-wave superconductors is the universal nature of heat c
duction, which appears due to a cancellation between
increase in normal-fluid density and the decrease in m
free path observed as the concentration of impurities
increased.4 This universal behavior is only found in the clea
limit where\G!D0. In situations whereG is large~or D0 is
small!, the behavior is no longer universal, and the measu
linear term may be closer to the normal-state valuekN /T
than the universal limit. In the extreme case where\G
;D0, superconductivity is destroyed and the normal-st
value ofkN /T is recovered. Therefore the validity of usin
Eq. ~2! to extract values ofvF /v2 from measurements of th
residual linear term is ensured only when samples are in
clean ~universal! limit, \G!D0. Universal behavior in
YBCO at optimal doping is already well established,5 and
inspection of Fig. 4 shows that this is confirmed at oth
dopings. Indeed, we observe that both BZO and YSZ gro
crystals yield values ofvF /v2 that lie on the same curve
despite having an order of magnitude difference in pur
level, which is strong evidence that the clean limit is reach
in our YBCO samples.

In LSCO, the extremely small values ofk0 /T meas-
ured in highly underdoped samples point to a different c
clusion. Indeed, forx50.06, k0 /T.12 mW K22 cm21,
while the minimum value for LSCO allowed by Eq.~2! is
(kB

2/3\)(n/d)(111)518.3mW K22 cm21. The data for
the LSCO samples with the lowest dopings are plotted
Fig. 5, which shows that the use of Eq.~2! for these samples
is invalid. This breakdown suggests that our underdop
LSCO samples are not in the clean limit, and hence we c
not extract quantitative information by using Eq.~2!, as we
will do for YBCO in the following sections. The same con
clusion would apply to previous LSCO data.18

FIG. 5. Measured value ofk0 /T for highly underdoped LSCO.
The solid line represents the minimum possible value allowed
Eq. ~2!, namely whenvF /v251.
0-5
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MIKE SUTHERLAND et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 174520 ~2003!
In order to understand the LSCO data within ad-wave
BCS theory of low-temperature heat transport, it will be ne
essary to incorporate the effects of impurity scattering in
underdoped regime outside of the clean~universal! limit. The
effect of impurity scattering on ad-wave superconductor ha
been worked out in the standard case of a normal state th
metallic, and conducts heatbetter than the superconductin
state.25 When the concentration of impurities is increased
such a case,Tc is gradually suppressed to zero and the
sidual linear termrises monotonically to meet its norma
state value. However, our LSCO samples withx<0.09 ex-
hibit the well-known insulating upturns in the normal-sta
resistivity associated with the ground-state metal-insula
transition observed nearx;0.16.26 In fact the resistivity in a
strong magnetic field appears to diverge asT→0.27 Thus, for
the LSCO samples wherex,0.16, the effect of increasing
the impurity concentration would be to evolve the syst
towards aninsulatingstate, or at least one that conducts h
less well. In this scenario, we expect the measured resid
linear term k0 /T to be smaller than the universal value
which would explain how in Fig. 5 we measure a linear te
smaller than that allowed by Eq.~2!.

Another possibility is suggested by the theoretical work
Atkinson and Hirschfeld,28 in which the Bogoliubov–de
Gennes equations are used to model the paired state a
inhomogenous superfluid. This approach allows for the p
sibility of quantum interference processes such as local
tion which are neglected in the usual framework. In th
model, the residual linear termk0 /T is seen to decrease i
the presence of increasing impurity concentration, a dir
result of weak localization of carriers. The fact that we me
sure a linear term in underdoped LSCO which is smaller t
that allowed by Eq.~2! may be evidence for the existence
such localization in LSCO. We hope these observations
stimulate further theoretical work.

C. Doping dependence of the superconducting gap

The remarkable success of Eq.~2! at optimal doping vali-
dates the extension of our study across the doping ph
diagram, at least for our YBCO samples, where the cl
~universal! limit is established. In interpreting our measur
ments of the anisotropy ratiovF /v2 in such a study, the firs
thing to emphasize is the fact thatvF , the Fermi velocity at
the node, is essentially independent of doping. This w
shown by ARPES both in Bi-2212~Ref. 20! and in LSCO,33

where the slope of theE vs k dispersion at the Fermi energ
is seen to vary by no more than 10% over the range 0
,x,0.3, with an average value ofvF.2.53107 cm/s in
both materials. The position of the node ink space is also
independent of doping,20 with kF.0.7 Å21 as measured
from (p,p) to the Fermi surface. As a result, a study
k0 /T vs p yields the doping dependence ofv25v2(p). In
Fig. 6, we plot the slope of the gap at the node as a func
of carrier concentration, not asv2 vs p but in a more familiar
guise as the corresponding gap maximum,D0, of a putative
d-wave gap functionD5D0 cos 2f, via Eqs. ~2! and ~3!.
Given thatkF is constant, this is equivalent to plottingv2
directly. The values ofD0 are also listed in Table I. Again
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here we have confined our analysis to YBCO only, given t
LSCO was seen to lie outside the clean limit. Plotted alo
side these data is a conventional BCSd-wave gap~dashed
curve!, where we have assumedD052.14kBTc ~weak-
coupling approximation!. The p dependence of the gap i
estimated using Eq.~1!, with a maximumTc at optimal dop-
ing of 90 K.

Let us examine the implications of these results by st
ing on the overdoped side of the phase diagram. The o
available data in the strongly overdoped regime is
Tl-2201,8 a single-plane cuprate with optimalTc.90 K. For
an overdoped crystal withTc515 K, the measured residua
linear term is k0 /T51.4 mW K22 cm21, which yields
vF /v25270 via Eq.~2!. In comparison, the weak-couplin
BCS prediction based on the value ofTc515 K is vF /v2
5210, using the values ofvF andkF given above. The good
quantitative agreement shows that in this strongly overdo
regime BCS theory works quite well, and the much larg
anisotropy ratio is a consequence of the much smallerTc .

We now turn our attention to the underdoped region of
phase diagram. In the case of YBCO the decrease ink0 /T by
a factor 2 betweeny56.99 andy56.54 provides one of the
main results of this paper: the velocity ratio decreases w
underdoping; it drops from 16 to 8 in going from a samp
with Tc589 K to an underdoped sample withTc562 K.
This reflects an underlying steepening of the gap at the n
while Tc drops, with underdoping. Note that this is in con-

FIG. 6. Doping dependence of the superconducting gapD0 ob-
tained from the quasiparticle velocityv2 defined in Eq.~3! ~filled
symbols!. Here we assumeD5D0cos2f, so thatD05\kFv2 /2,
and we plot data for YBCO alongside Bi-2212~Ref. 7! and Tl-2201
~Ref. 8!. For comparison, a BCS gap of the formDBCS52.14kBTc is
also plotted, withTc taken from Eq.~1! ~and Tc

max590 K). The
value of the energy gap in Bi-2212, as determined by ARPES
shown as measured in the superconducting state29 and the normal
state30–32 ~open symbols!. The thick dashed line is a guide to th
eye.
0-6
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tradiction with the results of Mesotet al. who extracted a
slope of the gap from their ARPES measurements on
2212 near optimal doping that seemed to decrease slig
with underdoping.20 This trend seems also to be at odds w
low-temperature penetration depth measurements of P
gopouloset al.who extract aD0 that is stronglyf dependent
and whose value scales withTc in the underdoped regim
when measured at the node.34

Taken by itself, this could be attributed either to a grad
departure from weak-coupling towards strong-coupling B
superconductivity, with a growing ratioD0 /Tc . It could also
be interpreted as a gradual deformation of the gap sh
from a simple cos 2f angular dependence to a much stee
function with a decreasing average gap that scales withTc .
However, in view of the known behavior of the pseudog
these explanations are unlikely to be the main story. Inde
the growth of the low-energy gap observed throughk0 /T is
highly reminiscent of the similar trend observed in t
pseudogap with underdoping. In fact the growth ofD0 de-
rived from v2 is in quantitative agreement with the norma
state gap maximum determined by ARPES~the
pseudogap!,30–32 and the gap maximum measured at 15
~the superconducting gap!29 as shown in Fig. 6. In making a
quantitative comparison between our data and the valu
D0 measured in the superconducting state by ARPES,
note that the peak position at (p,0) is roughly equal to the
gap value extracted by fitting the photoemission spe
along the Fermi surface.35

This striking similarity in scaling points to a commo
origin, which allows us to say the following things on th
nature of the pseudogap. First, due to the very existence
residual linear term, the~total! gap seen in thermal conduc
tivity at T→0 is one that must have nodes. Second, it ha
linear dispersion as in ad-wave gap~i.e., it has a Dirac-like
spectrum!. Third, it is a quasiparticle gap and not just a sp
gap. A fundamental question is whether the pseudoga
related to or independent of superconductivity. The first a
most natural possibility is that it is due to some form
precursor pairing. A second possibility is that it may com
from a distinct nonsuperconducting state. Indeed, a unive
thermal conductivity is also possible in a nonsupercondu
ing state as long as the energy spectrum is Dirac like~i.e.,
linear dispersion!. For example, a universal~charge! conduc-
tivity was derived for a degenerate semiconductor
two-dimensions.36 Interestingly, thed-density-wave~DDW!
state proposed as an explanation for the pseudogap phe
ena seen in underdoped cuprates37 also exhibits a universa
conductivity provided that the chemical potentialm50. In
the region where both orders coexist—DDW andd-wave su-
perconductivity~DSC!—Eq. ~2! is then predicted to hold,38

with v2 replaced byA(vD
DDW)21(vD

SC)2, wherevD
DDW and

vD
SC are the gap velocities for the two types of order, resp

tively. The main question then is how does the chemi
potential evolve as a function of doping?

In summary, our measurements ofk/T throughout the
phase diagram allow us to make the following stateme
about the evolution ofD0 with doping. First, the extrapolate
value of the gap maximum from thermal conductivity in t
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overdoped regime is in excellent quantitative agreement w
that expected from BCS theory. Second,D0 continues to
grow with underdoping whileTc rises and then falls, in con
tradiction to what one would expect from BCS theory. T
divergence of these two energy scales in the underdoped
gime is a manifestation of the pseudogap, whose presen
now revealed at very low energies in a bulk measuremen
crystals of the utmost quality and purity. The fact that the g
preserves its pured-wave form ~with nodes on the Ferm
surface! throughout strongly suggests that the pseudoga
superconducting in origin.

D. Superfluid density and microwave conductivity

One way to shed further light on the nature of the lo
energy electron state in underdoped YBCO is to comp
heat transport and charge dynamics. For ad-wave BCS su-
perconductor, Durst and Lee have shown that the two c
ductivities are affected differently by scattering anisotro
and quasiparticle interactions.4 The charge conductivity in
the v→0 andT→0 limit is given by

lim T → 0s1~T!5s05
e2

\

1

p2

n

d
bVCaFL

2 vF

v2
, ~4!

where e is the electron charge. The factorbVC is due to
vertex corrections and is greater than 1.0 when impurity s
tering is anisotropic. This simply reflects the fact that intr
node scattering will degrade a charge current less than in
node~opposite- or side-node! scattering that involves a large
change in momentum. This is the discrete version of the
2cosu) term that enters normal-state conductivity and
flects the predominance of backscattering over small-an
scattering. Numerical calculations suggest thatbVC can be
large~e.g., in excess of 10! in high-purity samples as long a
impurity scattering is in the unitary limit.4 Note that vertex
corrections have a negligible effect on heat transport. T
factor aFL

2 is a Fermi-liquid ~FL! correction which arises
because of quasiparticle-quasiparticle interactions. The s
factor also enters in the low-temperature slope of the norm
fluid densityrn(T)5rs(T50)2rs(T):4

rn~T!

m
5

2ln2

p

1

\2

n

d
aFL

2 vF

v2
kBT. ~5!

The temperature dependence of thea-axis superfluid density
of YBCO crystals very similar to ours was measured via
penetration depth.16,39 The value ofaFL

2 (vF /v2) obtained
from these data is shown in Fig. 7. Using the value ofvF /v2
from k0 /T ~averaging the YSZ-grown and BZO-grown dat!
yields

aFL
2 .0.4–0.5, atp.0.16, ~6!

aFL
2 .0.6–0.7, atp.0.09. ~7!

A similar value was previously derived for optimall
doped Bi-2212.7 We conclude that this FL parameter is ne
unity and, more importantly, is only weakly dependent
doping. In a recent paper, Ioffe and Millis40 argue that a
0-7
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doping independentaFL
2 , interpreted as effective charge,

inconsistent with both the Brinkman-Rice mean-field theo
and slave boson gauge theory approaches to the Mott ph
of high-Tc materials. Indeed the combination of a dopi
independentaFL

2 andvF , along with av2 that increases with
decreasing doping provides a significant challenge to mic
scopic theories ofd-wave superconductivity in cuprates.

The microwave conductivitys1(v,T) of YBCO was re-
cently measured in crystals nominally identical to ours w
y56.50 ~Ref. 39! andy56.99.16 Even though the measure
ments go down to 1 GHz and 1.3 K, it turns out to be uncl
how to reliably extrapolate these data to thev50 and T
50 limit, so that a meaningful comparison ofk0 /T ands0
is not quite possible at this stage. The shape and temper
dependence of the microwave spectrum for they56.50
sample for example is suggestive of nonunitary scatte
close to the Born limit, implying that the low-temperatu
universal limit regime may not be reached by 1.3 K. Furth
work is needed to ascertain whether this is indeed the cor
scenario.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have studied the evolution of thermal transport aT
→0 in the cuprate superconductors YBCO and LSCO ove
wide range of the doping phase diagram. The residual lin
term k0 /T is observed to be finite throughout the superco
ducting region. This proves that the gap always has node
the Fermi surface, a fact that has two implications:~i! it rules
out the possibility of a multicomponent order parameter
the typed1 ix in the bulk, appearing at a putative quantu
phase transition, and~ii ! it argues strongly in favor of a su
perconducting origin to the pseudogap~e.g., precursor pair-
ing!. As the Mott insulator is approached,k0 /T is observed
to decrease, leading to a decreasing value of the quasipa

FIG. 7. Quasiparticle velocity ratio in YBCO obtained fro
universal heat transport, asvF /v2 ~circles! via Eq. ~2!, and from
superfluid density data of Refs. 16 and 42, asaFL

2 (vF /v2) ~tri-
angles! via Eq. ~5!. Lines are guides to the eye.
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velocity anisotropy ratiovF /v2. This result offers some in-
sight into the doping dependence of several important qu
particle parameters. First, the slope of thed-wave supercon-
ducting gap at the nodes,v2, is seen to increase steadily a
doping is decreased, consistent with a growth of the gap
the underdoped regime. This is in contradiction to what o
naively expects from BCS theory, where the gap scales w
Tc . The gap we extract at very low energies follows close
the pseudogap measured mostly at much higher energie
other techniques. This close tracking of the pseudogap sh
that the gap remains roughly of the pured-wave form
throughout the phase diagram. Second, a comparison
superfluid density reveals that the quasiparticle effect
charge is weakly dependent on doping and close to unity

The considerable difference between the magnitude of
change ink0 /T with underdoping for the LSCO and YBCO
samples provides clues as to the role of disorder in the
derdoped regime. In particular, the small value of the
sidual linear term of the most highly underdoped LSC
samples is incompatible with the standard theory of transp
for d-wave superconductors, motivating theoretical wo
which would incorporate the effects of impurities in a sup
conductor whose normal state is insulating rather than
tallic in nature.
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APPENDIX: PHONON THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
IN D-WAVE SUPERCONDUCTORS

In order to use thermal conductivity as a direct probe
low-energy quasiparticles ind-wave superconductors, th
contribution from phonons must be reliably extracted. T
may be achieved by performing experiments in the regi
T→0, where the phonon mean free path becomes lim
only by the physical dimensions of the sample. From sim
kinetic theory, the conductivity of phonons in this boundar
limited scattering regime is given by

kph5
1

3
b^vph&L0T3, ~A1!

whereb is the coefficient of phonon specific heat,L0 is the
temperature-independent mean free path, and^vph& is a suit-
able average of the acoustic sound velocities. The electr
linear term is then naturally extracted by plotting therm
conductivity data ask/T vs T2 and interpreting the intercep
as the residual linear term atT50, and the slope as th
phonon contribution governed by Eq.~8!. The extension of
our measurements into the highly underdoped region of
0-8
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cuprate phase diagram, wherek/T becomes very small, led
us to refine this extrapolation technique.

To motivate why this may be necessary, consider the p
sible scattering mechanisms available to a phonon imping
upon the surface of a crystal. The phonon may either
absorbed and reemitted with an energy distribution given
the local temperature~diffuse scattering! or it may be re-
flected elastically~specular reflection!. In the case of diffuse
scattering, the phonon is reradiated in a random direc
resulting in a temperature independent value ofL0 and aT3

dependence ofkph as recognized by Casimir.41 However, as
the temperature of a crystal is reduced and the average
non wavelength increases, a surface of a given rough
appears smoother, which may increase the occurrenc
specular reflection and result in a mean free path which
ies as some power of temperature, so thatkph}Ta. We
would thus expect a deviation from the diffuse scatter
limit of T3 temperature dependence ofkph for samples with
sufficiently smooth surfaces. Such an effect has been pr
ously observed in many studies of low-temperature pho
heat transport in high quality crystals, such as Al2O3,42 Si,43

KCl and KBr,44 LiF,45 and diamond.46

This effect can be seen in most of our samples, manif
ing itself as a gradual curvature in the low-temperature p
of our data when plotted ask/T vs T2 ~see Figs. 2 and 3!. In
light of this, the thermal conductivity in the boundary sca
tering regime is more correctly modeled as

k5kel1kph5AT1BTa ~A2!

with a,3. HereA is the coefficient of the electronic linea
term, andB the temperature-independent coefficient of t
phonon term, wherea is some power of temperature, typ
cally between 2 and 3.~Note that there is no fundament
reason for a single power law—it is simply an empiric
result. For example, in Al2O3 previous studies42 have found
a52.77.!

In superconductors possessing an isotropic ors-wave gap,
the absence of an electronic linear term at low temperat
reveals this effect well. Plotted in Fig. 8 is thermal condu
tivity data for thes-wave superconductor V3Si,47 where the
line is the result of a free fit to a simple power law as in E
~9!. Such a procedure yields a linear termA520.04
61 mW K22 cm21, a phonon coefficient B55.73
60.07 mW K2(a11) cm21, and an exponenta52.74
60.01. The validity of such a fitting procedure is best se
by plotting the data as in Fig. 8, with thex axis in units of
Ta21. The striking linearity of the data on this plot, and th
fact that it extrapolates to zero, is good evidence for
appropriateness of the power law fitting procedure.

Figure 9 shows the results of a fit to Eq.~9! for our
YBCO6.6 crystal, where a power law ofa52.71 is seen to
persist to temperatures as high as 550 mK. Power-law fits
also shown in Fig. 3~b!, this time on ak/T vs T2 plot, for
underdoped LSCO samples. The value ofa observed in our
samples was found to vary over a range from 2.4 for
YBCO y56.99 crystal to 2.92 for the LSCOx50.09 crystal.

It is worth stressing that the single-power-law fitting pr
cedure described here is simply an empirical approach
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extrapolate the most reliable value ofk/T at T50. As a
three-parameterfree fit to the data over a temperature ran
typically of a decade~50–500 mK!, it is far better than the
old two-parameterforcedfit to a k/T5a1bT2 form, which
invariably must be limited to the very lowest temperatur
~usually below 150 mK or so! and typically overestimates
the value ofk0 /T. However, it must be noted that in som
cases it does not work well over the whole range up
;500 mK. This is indeed the case in our LSCO samplex
50.17 andx50.20, where the single-power-law fit is inad

FIG. 8. Thermal conductivity of thes-wave superconducto
V3Si. The data are plotted ask/T vs T1.74, and the line represents
free fit to the data of the form of Eq.~A2!. The resulting linear term
is zero: 061 mW K22 cm21, consistent with that expected for
nodeless superconductor.

FIG. 9. Thermal conductivity of YBCO6.6. The data are plotted
as k/T vs T1.71, and the line is a linear fit. Inset: zoom at lo
temperatures. Note the presence of a clear residual linear term
contribution of nodal quasiparticles.
0-9
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equate to describe the rapid fall ofk/T below 150 mK.~Such
a decrease was also observed in LSCO samples with sim
doping levels in a previous study.18! The low-temperature
drop is most likely in the electronic channel@ke(T)#, but its
origin is as yet unclear. A downturn ink/T at temperatures
below 0.2 K or so can be induced in a sample on purpose
simply using highly resistive contacts (kV or higher!. The
drop is then attributed to the rapid deterioration of the c
pling between electrons and phonons at those very low t
peratures. In such a case, the extrapolation procedure
be based only on data above the downturn. It is not clear
the same phenomenon can still occur in the presence o
cellent contacts, like those used here~less than 1V). These
considerations are explored and discussed more f
elsewhere.48 In conclusion, when a single-power law work
over a wide range of temperature~e.g., up to 0.5 K!, then the
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